Beloveds, please be aware that the Wild Love Festival Iceland
operates under certain Terms and Conditions. These apply to all
participants, facilitators, assistants and those co-creating the
Festival.

Mobile phones
Mobile phones, computers or other electronic devices are allowed
in private areas. Unless it is urgent, then prior to use I consent to
inform the festival facilitator or organizer.

Health & Safety
I accept responsibility for my own health and well-being, and will
follow the advice of the organizers in all matters concerning
Health and Safety.

Photography
I am aware that during the festival there will be taken pictures and
video by a photographer assigned by the festival. I agree that
these pictures will be used for promotional purposes only.

Consent
I take care of my own and respect other people's boundaries.

I am aware that if I don!t want pictures or videos taken of me, it is
my responsibility to communicate that to the festival organizers
and photographer and my request will be taken into account.

Confidentiality
I agree to maintain confidentiality. This means not disclosing any
individual!s identities, stories and experiences. I am free to
speak about my own experience but understand that everything
said or done in the workshop rooms during the festival is
confidential. I agree to not take photos or make audio or video
recordings in the workshop rooms during the festival.
Direct Communication
I commit to maintaining direct and clear communication to
support resolution with any persons I may have issues with. If I
am in need I will request assistance from the support team.
Emotional Security
At workshops I take full responsibility for my own participation in
any suggested exercises and or activities and may at any time
waive or cancel my participation. During the festival there will be
a support team of coaches and healers dealing with emotional
issues that may arise.
Support
I agree to request support from the Festival Support Team,
workshop leaders or festival team, using clear direct requests
when I desire support.
Insurance
I am solely responsible to be insured according to my wishes
during the festival and cannot claim compensation from
organizers for something I willingly take part in.
No Mind Altering Substances
During the festival, I will not use any alcohol or intake mind
altering substances. I also understand that smoking tobacco,
e-cigarettes and vaporizers is only allowed outdoors.

Clothing & Nudity
I am aware that in some workshops there will be optional nudity,
meaning that I decide which way to opt or take part. Nudity is only
allowed in the workshops rooms.
Sex
Penetrative sex is allowed in private rooms only.
No Shoes
I agree to leave my outdoor shoes at the designated area.
E-mails
I agree to my email being used for information around the festival,
feedback and upcoming events.
Disclaimer
In consideration of my participation within the Wild Love Festival I
hereby release and discharge the organizers, teachers, workshop
leaders, musicians and staff jointly and individually from any and
all actions, causes of actions, claims and demands for, upon or by
reason of any damage, loss or injury, which hereafter may be
sustained by participating in the Wild Love Festival.
Goals, Longings and Intention
By participating in the festival I understand that I will be moved
and touched by new insights.

